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Welcome to Cadwell

Nestled in picturesque Lincolnshire countryside it is the perfect 
antidote to flat ex airfield circuits with the exhilarating daring 
Hairpin Bend and the iconic Mountain section, this circuit has all the 
drama of a mini Nürburgring with sweeping bends and exhilarating 
elevation changes. Its history dates back to the early 1930s when a 
local landowner, Mansfield Wilkinson, transformed the site into a 
racing venue.

Over the decades, Cadwell Park has hosted a wide range of 
motorsport events, including motorcycle racing, car racing, and 
rallying. It has been a regular fixture on the British racing calendar 
and has welcomed many prestigious championships and series. Its 
unique and demanding layout and the track's undulating nature 
became Cadwell Park's signature, setting it apart from other circuits 
in the UK and a must if you have never driven it.

Each of the Equipe grids are represented here from Equipe 70s, Pre 
’63 and 50s to the ever popular Equipe GTS for pre ’66 FiA cars 
under 2.7 litres. 

We also feature the rapidly growing Equipe Libre with a wide 
selection of cars from the hard charging MGBs, slippery Lotus Elans 
right up to the thunder of Cobra, Mustang and E Type.
Libre also offers a second race to all of our grids.

Finishing the Equipe grids today are the MG Cup and BCV8. Both are 
no strangers to this circuit and should provide some great racing.

Warm regards -





Equipe MG Cup - Powered by Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services
In its 36th year the MG Cup has joined Equipe Classic Racing, the only series that allows MG vs Rovers, 

FWD vs RWD, Classics vs Retro Classics encompassing all MG models and selection one Rovers.
Invaluable support of our title sponsors, Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services and Toyo Tires we offer 

high quality close racing with equality competitive options and a simple class structure suitable for both 
novices and experience drivers.

This year sees the new class structure allowing Class A – Road going, Class B – Modified, Class C – 
Race on control Toyo Tires, Class D – Slick (New for 2024) and Class I – Invitation.

This season sees MGB, MGB GT, MGF, MGTF, MGZR, MGZS, ROVER BRM, ROVER METRO Gti, ROVER 
216 Gti & ROVER 220 TURBO across 5 classes.

For more information of the series visit www.mgcup.com  or email joinus@mgcup.com 

http://www.mgcup.com/
mailto:joinus@mgcup.com




Equipe GTS is the premier clubman series for Pre 1966 smaller engine sports and GT cars 
with engines spread across five classes from under 1150cc to 2750cc.

Cars run on Dunlop Historic Tyres to FiA appendix K specification. 
FiA Papers are welcome but not mandatory. 

Equipe GTS is a series of races and not a championship.
By carefully selecting eligible cars, the series delivers close and exciting racing with an 

emphasis on competitive yet high driving standards.





The Equipe BCV8 series offers an exciting and inclusive racing experience tailored to 
enthusiasts of MGBs, MGCs, and MGBV8s, ranging from nearly stock to extensively modified 
vehicles. This series consistently delivers thrilling and competitive racing across all classes. 
Whether you own an MGB, MGC, or V8 and aspire to participate in exhilarating races, the 

BCV8 Championship is undoubtedly the premier platform for you.

Irrespective of your level of experience, whether you are a newcomer to the racing scene or a 
seasoned veteran, we extend a warm invitation to engage with us. We encourage you to 

attend any of our scheduled meetings, where you can introduce yourself, engage in 
conversations with our drivers, inspect the vehicles, witness outstanding racing action, and 

determine if this exciting pursuit aligns with your interests.





Equipe Libre Plus brings together all Equipe Series in a grid covering three decades and 
the widest range of racing cars you will see in one race.

Equipe Libre Plus is an all-inclusive mix of Equipe GTS for smaller engine cars and both 
Equipe Pre ’63 and Equipe 50s. This incredible mix of cars has created fantastic racing 

throughout the field since 2021. Libre Plus gives the opportunity of extra races to any of our 
current drivers wanting an additional race at an Equipe meeting

The core clubman racing values of Equipe Classic Racing will continue in this series with a 
high level of driving standards and car preparation demanded.





The Equipe Libre race format offers owners of a wide variety of pre-1966 cars the opportunity 
to enjoy the close racing and paddock camaraderie that Equipe is known for. Eligible cars range 
from Cobras to Mini Coopers – with Lotus Elan, Ginetta, Mustang and Cortina and many others 

also permitted as well as all the cars from Equipe GTS, Pre’63 and 50s.

Equipe Libre spans the gap between Equipe GTS for smaller engine cars and Equipe Pre ’63 by 
adding a wide range of cars. This incredible mix of cars has created fantastic racing throughout 

the field since 2021. Libre gives the opportunity of extra races to any of our current drivers 
wanting an additional race at an Equipe meeting





sales@tonythompsonracing.co.uk

We are top suppliers of Elan parts worldwide

Tony Thompson Racing offers a service to provide replacement spare parts for Lotus Elan 

and other classic Lotus cars, either direct replacements for the original or with upgraded 

parts. Our desire is to retain the period authenticity and look of the Lotus Elan whilst 

making the car reliable and pleasurable to drive on long and short distances in today's 

world.

Full Competition Car Build & Rebuild

We work with three agents with independent 

workshops around the UK all personal friends of 

Tonys who have trained, raced and worked 

together. Tony and Eddie oversees all major 

builds whilst Stuart provides the part supply and 

support from base.

mailto:sales@tonythompsonracing.co.uk
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As part of our support to Equipe Classic Racing and their competitors we have created a competitor 
discount scheme. Simply click HERE or the panel above to complete a short registration form and if 
you aren’t already then please also register on our website. We will then verify your application and 
attach a discount structure giving up to 25% discount from our standard list pricing. Discounted pricing 
is applicable to any purchases made throughout the 2024 season, whether online, by 
telephone or in person at our Silverstone store. 

https://www.competitionsupplies.com/equipe-classic-racing-discount-scheme
https://www.competitionsupplies.com/equipe-classic-racing-discount-scheme












https://equipeclassicracing.com

https://equipeclassicracing.com/
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